
 
 
 

 

 
 

Friday 4th March 2022 
 
 

The first two weeks of school have seen a return to a much more normal feel in 

school after the disruption of the last half term, which we all feel very grateful for. 

As things stand our plan is that when the children come back after Easter we will 

return to running everything as we did before Covid.  

 

So next term we expect to hold whole school assemblies in the hall, curiosity cafes 

for parents to come and see their children in class, class assemblies, sports days, 

leavers plays and so much more exciting stuff.  We can’t wait!  Dates to follow 

soon……… 

 

Uniform and PE Kit 
After Easter we plan to go back to children wearing uniform to 
school every day.  Children will get changed for PE before their 
lessons either in the classroom or using the changing rooms 
depending on their age.   

 
 

 
Governor Day – On Wednesday we held our governor day for the first time in two years.  
It was lovely to welcome the governors into the school.  The governors spent time in all 
the classrooms, met with different groups of children and spent time on the playground 
and in the dining hall too.  I know they really enjoyed their day.  
 

 
 

FOOTBALL ……… The boys have just returned from their 

football tournament at The Nest where they played 

incredibly well and made it through to Champions Day next 

week.  A full report will follow ……………..  
 
 

 

 

FORS Mother’s Day Craft – On Monday your child will bring home a letter 

with a slip to return as we are pleased to be able to hold this event again 

after a two year break!  
 



Year 5 & 6 Ancient Egypt Day 
 
On Wednesday 2nd March, Year 5 and 6 took part in a fun-packed Ancient Egyptian Day! The 

children dressed up and looked fantastic in a variety of outfits – these ranged from Pharaohs to an 

actual pyramid! Throughout the day, there were a range of exciting activities. One of them was to 

design a ‘Cartouche’ which is an oval-framed symbol often found on a tomb (or as a good luck 

charm) to indicate that it belongs to a Pharaoh. Their name were written inside the frame, using 

hieroglyphs. The children created theirs using clay and scribed their hieroglyphs in the centre before 

painting them. Another activity was playing a game called ‘Senet’ which was a very popular activity 

played in the Ancient Egyptian era. The children also seemed to enjoy their watercolour sunset 

artwork, where the foreground included popular themes from Egypt. A big thank you needs to also 

go to Shane and Odette - who cooked an Egyptian feast for the children. The marinated chicken, 

with salad and dip (in a wrap) was delicious. The children also got to try fruit (which was popular in 

this era) and it was great to see children trying new fruit for the first time. The figs and dates did not 

go down too well with some children however! Finally, whenever Egyptian music played, the Year 

5s and 6s had to dance in class like an Egyptian and then freeze when it was paused. 

Here is what some of the children thought of the day……  

“I really liked Ancient Egypt day and my favourite part was creating the cartouche using clay.” said 

Rhys, from Year 6.  

Isabella, from Year 6, stated that she also enjoyed using clay to create the cartouche and it was great 

to try new food.  

Deanna, from Year 5 said: “I liked eating figs and having the Egyptian food in the hall at lunchtime.”  

Lila, also in Year 5, said she really enjoyed producing the sunset watercolour artwork, as it was 

relaxing and fun. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Reception 
lbrannan6zr7@nsix.org.uk and rmoran4sr2@nsix.org.uk 
This week in Reception it feels like the week has just flown by. 

In maths we have been learning to add two numbers together to find the total. We have experienced many different 
practical problems e.g. what’s the biggest number possible to make using two dice? We have used the farm animals 
and characters from the story One Night at the Zoo to make their own addition sentences.  
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In Literacy this week we have been focusing on the sound ‘ar’. We have been reading the words hard, car, sharp, 
hard, star and start. We have used these words to write a class sentence and to have a go at writing one on our own. 
At home you may like to write a sentence together using full stops, finger spaces and capital letters.  

In topic we have continued to have fun learning all about pirates. This week we have been reading the book, The 
treasure of Pirate Frank. We have made our own pirate telescope, a pirate paper plate, a pirate hat, made our own 
tea stained treasure map and painted our own treasure island. We looked at and discussed different artist’s 
paintings of pirates. 

                      

Year 1 
ping7rre@nsix.org.uk  and  jpallant2qre@nsix.org.uk 
This week, we have been measuring height and length. We compared items in our classroom to the length of our 
hands, and we ordered the whole class by height! We measured using non-standard units, for example how many 
cubes long a toy is. 

We learnt the new sound, ‘oa’ (goat in a boat) and compared it to ‘o-e’ (phone home) and ‘ow’ (blow the snow). We 
have continued looking at our book, ‘The Storm Whale’. We empathised with how the main character was feeling 
and looked closely at the grammar in the story. We wrote sentences using strong verbs and adverbs to describe how 
the waves were moving and how Erin was swimming. 

We have found out about Grace Darling, and her daring rescue! She lived in a lighthouse and rescued some drowning 
sailors with her dad. We re-enacted the rescue and even added dramatic music with instruments!  

On World Book Day, we read the book ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ and made our own lighthouses. We have 
sent each child home with a bookmark. This bookmark also has a QR code on it that you can scan to take you to an 

audio version of that book. 

 
 
Year 2  
hgrogutt8nrs@nsix.org.uk 
The children have had to work really hard this week as most of them have attempted past end of Key Stage maths 
and reading assessments. They have done this in small groups guided by myself or Mrs Bird and have approached 
them with maturity, perseverance and humour – we couldn’t ask more of them. 

The highlight of the week for the children I am sure has been their first exploration of our Purple Mash activities. I 
have no doubt that this wonderful resource will enhance our learning in so many curriculum areas and am delighted 
that the children have responded with such enthusiasm to it. Your son/daughter will have brought their log in home 
yesterday so do try to find some time exploring it with them. 
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In maths as well as past papers we have worked on pictograms and bar charts, whilst continuing to practice times 
table. In English we have started writing instructions for keeping a pet crab. The children have also learnt about the 
incredible sea rescue that Grace Darling and her father were involved in and also studied the voyages of Christopher 
Columbus. 

We are looking forward to our trip to the Time and Tide Museum next Thursday. 

 
Year 3 
hhornagold6jr9@nsix.org.uk  
We have had another busy week in Year 3; the children had their second ukulele lesson with Anna, who taught them 
another chord and song, which they all came back humming! We have continued our poetry work in English, learning 
about the structure of Haiku poems, looking at syllables patterns and writing some of our animal-based poetry. In 
maths, we have been revisiting the column method to add and subtract and have been applying this in our 
measurement work. The children have been learning how to add and subtract lengths in preparation for our 
perimeter work next week. I have also been challenging the children a bit more this week by giving them some 
reasoning problems to solve; the children found it a little tricky to start with so we will be doing lots of practise in 
these skills in our future lessons.  

In Science, we have set up an investigation to see whether temperature effects how quickly water evaporates. The 
children did a brilliant job of coming up with ideas on how we could investigate this and have set up cups of water 
(with equal amounts of water in of course!) around the school. We will return to them next week to see the results 
and if we can answer our question    

We have also started a new whole class guided reading unit and have been focussing on ‘reading fluency’, meaning 
we spend more time on one small section of the text and try to focus on making sure we are pausing when we 
should be and using expression when we read aloud. I have sent home a copy of the text we used this week in 
guided reading, to give parents and carers an idea of the type of texts and language that we are exploring. 

 

Year 4 
hhughes65rd@nsix.org.uk  
This week has once again completely flown by for us in Year 4.  We have squeezed so much incredible learning in.  I 
know the children are feeling super proud of themselves and rightly so! 

In English this week, we have finished our explanation text unit and the children have produced amazing writing 
explaining the process of the water cycle.  When we looked back at the work from the start of last week we were so 
amazed by how much learning we have covered in just two weeks!  Next week, we will be beginning a unit of story 
writing based upon traditional tales but writing them with a twist. 

In Maths this week, we have mastered the grid method for 3 digit number multiplication and we have also looked at 
some tricky dividing!  Next week, we will be looking at dividing with remainders before we move onto fractions of 
amounts at the end of the week.  

We have now almost completed our work on the water cycle and we will be working on our sound unit from 
Monday.  We will be looking at vibrations and sound waves, which I know the children are really looking forward 
too! 

 

Year 5 
deputy@rackheath.norfolk.sch.uk 
It has been another very busy week in year 5 – I am pretty sure I say that every week!  

In maths, we have continued our work on converting measurements, with the children trying to change cm to mm 
and cm to m (along with the reverse of these).  We have also been recapping our place value work, which actually 
caused us a few problems to start with but everyone had started to make progress by the end.  In particular, we 
were looking at counting back in 10s from large numbers like 8,321 – why don’t you give this a go with your child?  

In English, we continued with our work based on our book ‘Floodland’ which the children are absolutely loving!  We 
have just found out that Zoe (the main character from the book) must have travelled to Ely from Norwich – ask your 
children how we know this. 
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The highlight of the week had to be our Ancient Egyptian day – As you can see from the photo, the children’s outfits 
were absolutely amazing! A massive thank you to you (that parents) for helping with this as it really made the day 
authentic! Polly really thought out of the box with her outfit as she dressed up as a pyramid! During the day, we 
made a cartouche, an Egyptian collar, we painted an Egyptian sunset and we tried some Egyptian fruits (grapes, 
raisins, melons, dates and figs). We also had an Egyptian themed meal of Egyptian-spiced chargrilled chicken wrap 
cooked by Shane in the Kitchen. I ended up eating two, as they were so tasty – a massive thank you to Shane for 
providing this for us!  

To finish the week we started out mini 
bridge-building project. Children have 
been set the challenge of trying to build a 
bridge that will allow a heavy toy car to 
cross a 1m gap between tables using only 
a limited amount of paper. We had our 
first go today, and we will then research 
bridges before having a second go at 
building the bridge to see if they can 
improve them.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 6  
sedwards2nrw@nsix.org.uk 
The children have had lots of fun activities to complete this week – especially for our Ancient 

Egyptian Day.  Some of these included creating a cartouche – (which is a frame that we made 

out of clay) consisting of their names, using hieroglyphics.  In addition to this, we produced 

some Egyptian sunset watercolour artwork, had an Egyptian inspired meal, played Senet (a 

game played during the Ancient Egyptian era) and tried some fruit which was popular during 

this period.  The figs and dates were not as popular as the others!   

Earlier in the week, in Maths, the children continued their ‘converting units of measurements’ 

unit, where they converted miles to km.  They also had lessons on imperial measures before 

moving on to drawing and measuring angles towards the end of the week.  In Literacy, we 

completed our biographies linked to the life of Howard Carter, and then moved onto creating 

our own fictional biographies.  This is where the children created a character (whose surname 

linked to their road name) and thought of noble reasons as to why this person is famous and 

why they had a road / street named after them.   

In afternoon lessons, we researched popular jobs during the Ancient Egyptian eras and had to persuade a Pharaoh 

why their selected jobs were more important than their peers’!  In Science lessons, the children carried on showing 

an amazing understanding of ‘Light’ where we discussed how light rays reflect differently if the object has a different 

texture. We then had a further activity linked to refraction.  Next week, we will move onto a new area of Science 
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(water resistance) and this will contain a fun experiment and class competition.  The children yet again impressed 

me with their artistic skills on Thursday where they designed their own bookmarks linked to World Book Day!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Star, Angel and Diamond Certificate Winners – Well done to the following children 
who got their certificates in assembly today. 
 

 STARS, ANGELS AND DIAMONDS 
Reception Jackson Mills, Harley Ward, Evie Pegg 

Year 1 Edie Nicholls, Mila Pask, Esme Stevenson, Ava Genery 

Year 2 Amelia Hill, Alexander Hough, Hugo Phoenix 

Year 3 Freddie Colk, Leon D’Souza, Dolcie Pennycook 

Year 4 Trinity Beck, Lacey Bull, Jasmine Dawson 

Year 5 Polly Ottolangui, Jack Fleetwood, Deanna Read 

Year 6 Harvey Moore, Luke Burrows, Holly Addison 
 

Have a lovely weekend. 

Chris Ashman 

Well done to Year 3 who had the 

best attendance again last week  


